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Hoehn and Niven [3] discovered that the power means 
(1) 
where a = (a, ,..., a,,), ul. > 0, q, > 0, C qk = 1, have the asymptotic property 
M,.(a + x) - .Y -3 M, [a], x + co, (2) 
where x = (s,..., x). They proved (2) for some special values of r. Property 
(2) was extended to all real r by Brenner [l] and to a great variety of 
homogeneous means by Brenner and Carlson [2]. 
Here we establish the same result for the inhomogeneous means 
for a class of positive monotonic functions cp which is large enough to 
include the power means, q(x) = .Y’ (s # 0). 
We require cp to be positive.and strictly monotonic. If q(x) increases to 
x. as s-+ fsc, we also require that cp’(x)/cp(x) = o( 1 ), that 
cp’(.u + y)/cp’(-u) + 1 as .Y -+ co, uniformly in each finite positive y interval, 
O<y,dy<y,, and that the inverse function (p-~’ has the same properties 
as q. If, on the other hand, q(x) decreases to 0 as x + + co, we require 
that cp has the same properties as before, but that $ = cp-~’ (which 
decreases to 0) satisfies $‘(x + y)/rc/‘(-u) + 1 and that 
$‘a Cdx)(l +&)I =v” Cdx)l(1 +rl), 
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These properties are possessed by the powers x’, -x < s < a, s # 0, as 
well as by a large class of other functions. 
Consider first the case when cp increases. By the mean-value theorem, 
cp(.u+a,)=cp(s)+u,cp'(.u+('), O<C<U,, 
= q(x) + Ukcp’(S)( 1 + c,:), t:i, + 0. 
Consequently (see (3 )) 
M[a+x]=cp ’ 
M[a+x]=cp ’ 
=cp '(cp(s)+ HJ, 
where H/cp(.u)+O. 
Since cp ’ has the same properties as cp, we have 
(5) 
Mb+xl=cp ‘Cd.dl+H((cp ‘1’ cp(.~))(l+d, ‘Ir +o, 
=s+cp’(.\-) i u’kyi(l +s,)(l/cp’(.r);(l fYli), 
h=I 
since (cp ‘)’ - cp(.u) = l/~‘(s). Thus 
M[a+x]=.u+M,[u](l+6), h-+0, 
as asserted in (2). 
When cp(.u) decreases to 0 as s -+ +x, the proof is the same as far as 
(5). Now, however, cp(.u) -+ 0 as .Y + x but q ‘(-r) + x as y + 0. In 
M[a+x]=cp- ’ 
{ 
d-x)+ v’(x) i a,q,(l + Ek) , 
k=l i 
the second term in braces is ultimately smaller than the first, so we can 
write 
MCa+xl=cP~‘C~(x)l+cp’(x) Cakqk(l +&,I (9 ‘)‘ocp(-~)(l +v). ( > 
Under our hypotheses, 
(cp-‘1’0 Cd-~)(l +a)1 =(cp-‘)‘~cp(x)(~ +rl); 6, r/ + 0. 
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Hence we again have 
M[a + x] = x + cp’(.u) - ’ c o’(-u) ( 1 
aiql (1 +d) 
= .v + M, [a] + o( 1 ). 
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